indicators for quality test reports. In their empirical evaluation, Chen et al. show how TERQAF can help developers to handle test reports more efficiently.
In the paper "How Developers Engage with Static Analysis Tools in Different Contexts" Vassallo et al. investigate how the usage of Automatic Static Analysis Tools (ASATs) varies in different contexts. The investigation is performed in multiple stages, first through interviews and surveys, and then through manual inspection of configuration and build files from open source projects. The study shows how the relevance of ASATS varies depending on the project and domain, and highlights the need to improve strategies for the selection and prioritization of ASAT warnings.
In the paper "CAPS: A Supervised Technique for Classifying Stack Overflow Posts Concerning API Issues" Ahasanuzzaman et al. propose an approach to classify API-related sentences from Stack Overflow. First, they use a supervised learning approach using Conditional Random Field to identify API issue-related sentences. Then, they create a logistic regression model, accounting for the output of the CRF as well as for other features related to the post or to its author. The empirical evaluation shows how the proposed approach (CAPS) outperforms state-of-the-art techniques.
In the paper "You Broke My Code: Understanding the Motivations for Breaking Changes in APIs" Brito et al. study the phenomenon of API breaking changes. First, the authors performed a field study on the evolution of popular Java libraries, by also asking developers for the reasons of API breaking changes. Then, they complemented such an analysis by mining Stack Overflow discussions. The study results suggest that API breaking changes are mostly due to the need for implementing new features and improve maintainability. Finally, the authors provide suggestions to various stakeholders on how to deal with API breaking changes.
We would like to thank the authors for submitting high-quality papers, and the reviewers for providing timely, constructive and detailed feedback. Finally, we sincerely hope that the readers will enjoy the four papers and find them inspiring for their research and practice.
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